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LET’S ROLL:
Ask Dr. Banjo

I

Recommended Summer Banjo Stay-Cation
(or Anywhere) Adventure… The Pleasures,
Perks, and Lessons of BUSKING
Pete Wernick

’ve been “playing in the street” since cluster of benefits to bringing your banjo
I was a teenager, going back to my right into or near a crowd of people at
pre-college summer, at the short-lived leisure, just to share music and see what
Freedomland amusement park in NY City. happens. I recommend busking to each and
My folk trio played in a high-traffic spot every banjo player reading this column.
for a few hours, and then took the coins (Yes, you.)
from the open guitar case and spent them
Since money both makes the world
all, replacing the fluid we sweated that go round and is also the root of all evil,
afternoon.
let’s talk money. There’s money in
The summer I was 23 I drove out of the busking, which is not only…well, money,
city and headed west. In Boulder I picked but also an interesting measurement of
up some pocket money by suggesting value. People pay money for something
to a bartender that I play banjo by the of value to them, so your take represents
bar for $10 and tips. The next day I met what you did for people. That somehow
my future (and current) wife, not while adds to the satisfaction in counting those
busking, but that did help make the week coins and dollar bills, and using them for
pretty memorable—40 years ago this May, refreshments, strings, or whatever. No
incidentally.
negotiating for this pay, no discussion or
Upon moving to Boulder several years middleman, just the pure relationship of
later, I met an interesting group called putting out a sound and performance that
the Ophelia Swing Band whose mando people value, and getting sustenance in
and fiddle player was a
talented young guy named
Tim O’Brien. I would
join them sometimes
when they’d play on the
downtown mall. Featuring
the hilarious repartee of
Dan Sadowsky and the
inimitable
Washboard
Chaz, they made both
good music and tips. I
still play on the same mall
sometimes with Joan, and
periodically still hire out
as a strolling banjo player
at local farmers markets.
All this is to suggest
“Help Keep Music in the Street,” Pete with the Ophelia Swing Band,
that whether you’re quite
downtown
Boulder, Dec. 1976. l to r: Duane Webster (barely visible),
inexperienced or quite
Dan Sadowsky, Bobby Rangel, Tim O’Brien, Washboard Chaz Leary,
experienced, there is a great
Pete Wernick. Photo by Joan Wernick.

return.
Noam Pikelny recently told me that
when he was in junior high school, he and
some other kids (Casey Driessen, and Tim
Dishman, now of the Josh Williams band)
played at a downtown Chicago event and
were making “over $100 an hour” until
stopped by the police! This involves of
course the “kid factor,” familiar to any of
us who’ve seen how folks love kid pickers.
You kids reading this, take heed! What
other (legal) activity could make you that
kind of dough?
Another teenager banjo busker was our
buddy Béla Whathisname. Béla’s parents
were understanding enough to not insist
on college, so while his fellow high school
grads were toiling as college freshmen,
Béla was doing long days in the streets of
Boston with an Irish band, expanding his
chops and repertoire right in line with his
professional goals. The income he made
with Tasty Licks that year might have been
good, but not as good as what he made
from his full-time picking job.
But it’s not just about money, or I’d
have written this column for Forbes, not
Banjo Newsletter! Let’s consider the purity
of the entertainer/audience relationship.
With busking, there is no commitment
from either the entertainer or audience, no
contract. Either can leave at any time. No
spotlight, no lit stage, no amplification to
give the entertainer an advantage. It’s just
“interest factor” vs. “whatever else the
spectator was going to do.” As long as you
keep it interesting, people may stay, and on
a busy thoroughfare, the crowd might even
swell quickly—partly just because people
want to see what’s drawing a crowd.
With humorous banter, reaching out
to connect with the audience, just plain
sounding good and displaying musical
mastery, or doing anything amazing/
awesome, performers can get a variety of
people to stay around. At first it’s curiosity,
or maybe they’re entertained or impressed.
Some folks may sit and get comfortable,
savoring sounds that tickle their ears.
Children are fun to watch, especially
the little ones seeing their first banjo.
They’re enchanted by how a big special
sound comes from an object. (Think about
it… That is special!). If you’re between
numbers or are playing by yourself and
don’t mind stopping, you can offer the
child a chance to strum a string. The
results can be cute enough to be part of the
show…or not.
You should know, requests are part

of the gig. You don’t have to play them,
but requesters need a prompt and nondisappointing answer. Confused looks or
explanations or “I don’t do that one,” can
break the mood, but “no, but here’s a good
one…” keeps things rolling. If you only sort
of know the song, Okay to say so and “I’ll
fake it the best I can,” and play what you can
a time or two, best you can, no excuses. End
with a flourish and a “well, I tried” look, and
you’ll probably get grateful applause and a
tip!
Farmers markets and strolling gigs
(indoor or out) are an interesting case since
you are mobile and you can choose your
audience at any time. Being mobile reduces
tip possibilities but it’s fun, and appropriate
when it’s a paying gig. You can walk or pick
Here is some follow-up from my
June column where I took controversial
stands on subjects like the one-finger
plant and the 2-4 slide (I held that Earl
slides only to fret 3 on the 3rd string,
then lifts off). I was hoping to get some
reaction, and I did hear from some
esteemed colleagues, which I really
appreciated though amazingly enough,
they didn’t quite agree with everything I
said. (Imagine!)
1. Harold Streeter, a great musician
and BNL tab author, pointed out that we
sometimes hear Earl get a true unison,
such as on Earl’s Breakdown). Then I
was struck by a possible connection to
a known bit of Earl lore: how he chokes
the 3rd fret note sometimes (also an
octave higher note at the 11th fret of the
2nd, while holding the typical high G
position at the 9th). Maybe he’s going
for the unison in both situations. I will
try to remember to ask him about that
next time I visit.
2. I’m embarrassed to note that I
made my pronouncements re Earl’s
slide before thinking to check out any
of the many videos of him that would
make it plain. So I subsequently did
that, with my latest acquisition, Volume
7, and even used stop-frame on: Long
Journey Home, You Can’t Stop Me
From Dreaming, Love and Wealth, and
Cumberland Gap. (Man, he sounds
great.) He never went to the 4th fret
once. In fact it’s sometimes easy to see
him lift off after sliding to 3. Please,
readers, if you can reference any video
where he actually slides to 4, do let me
know. —Pete Wernick

a series of people-friendly or shady spots. If a
booth merchant seems to like you being there,
by all means hang out. During the course
of a couple of hours you might try actually
following someone in a playful way, or when
someone comes up to talk to you keep playing
nice sounding quiet rolls, to keep the music
going. Vary tempos, keys, tunings, energy
levels. Gigs like this, it’s good to dress up a bit
to look the part of “a strolling banjo player.”
If you have music to sell, bring a small
table (like a foldable TV tray) and a few little
stands (knickknack stores have them to display
plates) to make CD covers more visible.
A little basket on the table with a couple of
5’s for change lets people shop while you’re
playing. Flyers for your next gig.
Another of our down-to-earth banjo
gods, Jens Kruger, has considerable busking
experience. When he and his brother Uwe
left home as young men, they supported
themselves for two years playing in the streets
of European cities. Some of their most crowdpleasing material to this day (combinations
of songs, finishing with something very fast)
seem to have the imprint of “designed for
busking.”
You say not only are you no Jens Kruger,
you’ve hardly ever played in front of people?
Okay then, that’s reason enough to try your
hand at a few minutes of public playing. Yes,
anyone can sit by an open case and play a few
tunes they know. While it may not produce
enough tips for dinner, it may lead to meeting
folks to play with. One fall day in 1964 I was
picking on the college green and a kid came
up and asked “Do you know Salt Creek?” We
became picking buddies and are still good
friends today (Dave Nichtern).
Money, friends, a chance to practice,
and a chance to learn about people and
entertaining… I hope I’ve given you a little
spur to get out there and be a Busking Banjo
Ambassador! (BBA)
Visit Pete at www.DrBanjo.com

LICKS &
LETTERS
Dear Donald
In the June ’09 issue, on p.31 banjo maven
Pete Wernick asserts that Earl’s famous 2-4
3rd-string slide is really a 2-3 slide. That
could be, but Pete shoots his argument in the
foot (block that metaphor!) when he mentions
that Earl once tried to adjust a small segment
of the 4th fret so that the 3rd string fretted

there would be in tune with the open 2nd
string. Why, you might wonder, would he
care? Because he was sliding up to the 4th
fret on the 3rd string, of course! And now
the big question: Was Bill Keith right all
along? And the answer, “It happens.”
On p.33 melodic clawhammer
innovator Ken Perlman describes Mark
Johnson’s 4-note sequence on the 1-2-3-5
strings as “an exact analog of the bluegrass
banjo backward rolls” but I have never
seen the backward roll described as a 4note pattern; I’ve seen 3-notes (125), 8notes (12512515), 9-notes (125125125),
even 16-notes (1251251251251251), but
never 4, not to mention the sequence 1235
would be a real pain to play 3-finger style,
so “exact” is misleading at best. Similarly,
the statement that “in bluegrass banjo
a forward roll calls for three ascending
long-string eighth notes followed by a fifth
string note;” is just plain wrong; almost
everybody agrees on the 8-note sequence
52152151. I know Mr. Perlman is a
painstaking banjo scholar who is almost
always right, so these statements were a bit
of a surprise.
Finally, on p.36 in her excellent article
on minor scales, banjo educator, player,
merchant and all-around friendly person
Janet Davis has an error on the labeling of
the 7th note in the “D” Harmonic Minor
Scale. It’s labeled “C nat.” but it should be
“C#” being the only difference between
this scale and the “D” Natural Minor
Scale right above it on the page. Keep ‘em
coming! Best,
Peter Langston, American Banjo Camp
Pete Wernick responds: Peter, I was
wondering why my foot was hurting.
Actually, my point was not that Earl
needed the compensated fret to correct his
immutable slide to the 4th, but that he was
dissatisfied with the non-unison. Not being
able to get the unison, I was implying,
he opted not to go to the 4th. That point
is not all that clear, I realize. I appreciate
your close reading of the column, and your
taking time to write. —Pete, DrBanjo.com
Janet Davis also responds: Somehow
we] missed this error. The notes in the D
harmonic minor are D–E–F–G–A–Bb–
C#—D. And, it is correct that the C# is
the note that differentiates this minor scale
from the notes of the Natural Minor Scale.
Also, Mark Johnson is not a true bluegrass
player. His “Clawgrass Style” has rolls
that may have originally used the sound

and concept of the traditional Scruggs
rolls. However, they are a bit out of the
traditional bluegrass realm when played in
a song. I couldn’t say his four notes are an
exact use of the traditional roll. However,
playing four strings in a row in a backward
direction should qualify this as a backward
roll in its own right, especially for the sake
of learning how to play it. So, Peter is right,
it isn’t a traditional use of the backward roll
in the Scruggs style. And, Ken is right; it is
a backward roll. —JD
Janet’s response speaks for Ken
Perlman as well.

